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TripleCare, a telemedicine company geared toward skilled nursing facilities, has been selected to participate in a Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services study evaluating the cost effectiveness
of telemedicine utilization in SNFs.

The yearlong study is meant to assess telemedicine-based virtual physician services and to estimate the economic impact for the Medicare and Medicaid programs, along with participating SNFs.
The TRECS Institute is leading and managing the study while TripleCare provides the virtual physician services.

“Changes in patients' conditions often occur in the off hours when physicians are not physically present at SNFs. This is precisely the time when TripleCare's virtual physician services kick in,”
said TripleCare CEO Mary Jo Gorman.

The study is made possible through CMS and Florida's Agency for Health Care Administration under the agency's Civil Money Penalty Grants Program.

The services will be tested at Braden River Rehabilitation Center, Bradenton, FL; Tiffany Hall Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, Port St. Lucie, FL; and Moultrie Creek Nursing and Rehab, St.
Augustine, FL.

“We are confident that by the end of this year-long study, results will bear out the many benefits our telemedicine approach affords patients, SNFs and CMS,” Gorman said.
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INTERACT support has little impact on hospitalizations
2 comments • 11 days ago•

Bucky — There is no mandated tool, form or system that works in every SNF
across the country. Unfortunately, the people making the rules that make us
focus on paper compliance like Interact, QAPI and the mega rule, have no …

Team-based care can deliver several benefits: investigation
1 comment • 11 days ago•

Lynne Timm — If they put their patients on a Treat-Eezi then this would reduce
risk of pressure sores, saving considerable funds in dressings etc in the long
run

LTC worker shortage a 'train wreck waiting to happen,' expert says
6 comments • 16 days ago•

Brian Bickett — As a LTC administrator there are a few issues that embody
this article . The first, and pointed out already is the "semi-skilled" RN
description.The second, CNA wages. I see the the ledgers and companies …

Person-centered confusion — and the value of a milkshake
4 comments • 13 days ago•

lisalake — Yeah, yeah.. I know the drill... fall in line comrade, or prepare to be
discredited. I'm yawning... It's a dirty job, but someone has to do it.
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